In 1804 Lewis and Clark set out on a voyage of Discovery like no other.

Relive the DISCOVERY of a lifetime.
In 1804 Lewis and Clark set out on a patriotic venture to discover the uncharted West. They forged ahead encountering firsthand the marvel of the world beyond known borders. The natural wonder that spilled forth from their journey—majestic mountains, unbroken swaths of dense emerald forest, snaking rivers and mighty towering falls fueled imaginations, filling journals and ultimately history books.

Centuries have passed but Lewis and Clark's pioneering spirit lives on in every American—the desire to move forward, transcend the ordinary embracing freedom at every step. Today Discovery is your guide to exploring new territory and enjoying the unspoiled beauty of America and beyond. For more information on the Lewis and Clark trail please visit: www.lewisandclark.org
EXPLORE

You’ll be navigating the highways, byways, routes and roads of our great land in the luxury you’ve come to associate with Discovery. Features such as an ergonomically enhanced dash accentuate a center console with easy to reach snack tray; and our exclusive Rear Vision Camera deliver precision and control ensuring your continuous safety and comfort.

Enjoy dramatic vistas of the open road from your windows and five star dining made simple with convection microwave, side-by-side refrigerator and gourmet galley replete with solid surface counter tops and sink, rich finished cabinets and sophisticated black chrome accents. You’ll find new "smart" storage options including kitchen pull out with wastebasket, cover storage and basket; a spacious pantry with slide out storage and dinette bins with locks for improved space utilization and convenience. Home is wherever you are with grand touches such as a *bedroom residential window seat, and optional washer/dryer.

* N/A to all models (floorplans)
Discovery’s true mark of distinction lies in its details—smart storage and solid surface sink, in the sky lit lavatory; ambient décor lighting, nightstand storage and queen size pillow-top bed in rich fabrics in the bedroom; wire shelving, black chrome hardware and showcase alcove in the cedar-lined wardrobe—Discovery’s quality and refinement are undeniable. For the ultimate adventurer Discovery offers a bedroom home theatre entertainment unit, *residential window seat, “fireplace with 32” television and desk for that added touch of home away from home.

Lewis and Clark’s quest stretched nearly four years, but they didn’t have the benefit of Discovery’s commanding 330 hp Caterpillar® diesel engine, Freightliner® Chassis for smooth navigability, nimble response and an overall glorious ride. Discovery’s graphically striking exterior features full body paint and color-coordinated TPO™ roof. Discovery embraces the concept of “smart” storage all around with a generous **spare tire compartment, insulated aluminum luggage doors, seamless stainless steel latch rods and rotomolded compartments. The multifaceted Discovery also features the signature EZ Glide™ slide out system expanding your living space with the touch of a button. Broaden your perspective with Discovery’s latest additions: optional chrome side mirrors with hi-view feature, delivering two different views for optimum visibility and a middle side marker light with turn signal make your safety a priority.

*NA to all models (footplans)  **Tire supplied by customer
In the continuing tradition of America’s first road trip, it takes vision to start a journey and commitment to complete one. A recreational vehicle of Discovery’s caliber begins with quality, craftsmanship and commitment. From the materials we use to the finishes we offer; the individuals we employ to the services we provide—we continuously emphasize our business philosophy of **Size, Service and Quality equals Value (SSQV)**.

Pride of ownership rests with the freedom to customize and appoint your home according to your sensibility. We recognize the satisfaction of making something your own, which is why we offer the greatest variety and highest quality in finishes, fabrics and exterior paints. Your home reflects your unique taste and individuality, why shouldn’t your home away from home do the same?

In being the world’s number one RV manufacturer we feel a greater need to be accessible which is why you’ll find Fleetwood facilities all across America. Service means supporting and listening to our customers seven days a week and going the extra mile in providing Ownercare, one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs which includes systems and applications, construction, no deductible and no service charge. Our definition of Quality doesn’t waver with time but means the same thing it always has—exceptional production from start to finish. Value equals peace of mind and precision manufacturing that’s priced right with style. Together, these qualities equate the very best RV you can buy. Welcome to Fleetwood. When does your Discovery begin?

"*Structure*

1. Royal Tuff-Ply™ TPO Crowned Roof
2. In-Ceiling Ducted Roof Air Conditioning
3. Interlocking, Lightweight Aluminum Framing
4. Fleetwood’s Exclusive Power Platform™
5. Full Paint Exterior
6. Lightweight Foam Insulation
7. Fleetwood’s Vacu-Bond™ Roof, Floor & Sidewalls

*Drawings are for illustrative purpose only to highlight aspects of Motor Home construction. Actual motor home design depends on model and is subject to change.*
EXTERIOR | INTERIOR OPTIONS

- Cherry
- Windsor Birch
- Fairfield Maple

---
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Important—Please Read:
Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel/liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

RV OWNERCARE is a limited one-year/three-year or 15,000 mile warranty, whichever occurs first, and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV Ownercare is one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs and includes systems, appliances, components, and construction, with no deductible and no service charge. RV Ownercare coverage is provided from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

Important—Please Read: Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel/liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

JOIN A CLUB TODAY!!
www.clubfleetwood.com

Discovery Owners Association
www.discoveryowners.com

Discovery International of FMCA
www.geocities.com/difmca/

IDMC, Internet Discovery Motorhome Club
www.discoveryrvclub.org

Your Local Fleetwood RV Dealer is:

Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products:
www.fleetwoodrv.com or call 1-800-444-4905.
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